Erlang touts Alpha Wireless solutions
Alpha Wireless' antenna solutions have been endorsed by Indian infrastructure
provider Erlang in a report looking at ways to improve mobile cell sites.
The report details a number of problems with Cell on Wheels (CoW) sites, which were
intitially installed as temporary solutions but have become permenant city sites across
India.
As well as eating into public areas such as parking and utility spaces, Erlang notes that
portable base stations cause “visual pollution”, failing to provide aesthetic value to the area
that surrounds them.
The report makes it clear that new antennas will play a crucial role in improving mobile
sites in India, and names Alpha Wireless as the supplier able to provide forward-thinking
and fast solutions.
In a list, Erlang emphasises the benefits of using Alpha Wireless for such a project,
outlining the company’s capabilities:
“To design a compact antenna solution; To design a future-proof antenna solution covering
all frequency bands 698-2690MHz; To design an antenna site solution which is quick to
build (typically one working day); To design an antenna site solution which may be
deployed to cater to coverage as well as 4x4 MiMo capacity demand in High Band.”
Alpha Wireless CEO Fergal Lawlor says the recognition from Erlang underscores the great
work that Alpha is producing to improve the appearance of cell sites around the world and
how progressive the company’s solutions are.
“The visual impact of cell sites is a constant concern for multiplicities and network
operators, so concealment, sustainability and preserving landscapes is a key focus for
Alpha Wireless,” Lawlor says.
“We’re proud to be known as an innovator in the industry, and go out of our way to create
antenna solutions specifically to fit customers’ needs – even if that means designing
entirely new products. The Erlang report singles Alpha out as a world leader and is a
welcome reminder to us that we are hitting our goal of changing the way wireless networks
are built.”
For more information call us today on: +353 57 86 3384 Ireland, +1 913 279 0008 US or
email sales@alphawireless.com.
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